7. CONCLUSION

Repetition, either as a lexical feature or as a productive mo¡phological process, is a
coÍìmon characteristic of tbe set of East and South-east Asian languages represented
in the corpus. In this chapter, a frnal analysis ofrepetition in the set oflanguages
from this geographical area will not concentrate on details of form, since pertinent

formal simila¡ities and dissimilarities have already been sufficiently covered in
earlier chapters, but it is mainly conducted by presenting the languages of the
corPus in the light of the set of common meaningful repetitive categories under
which the repetitive srr¡ctures at hand have been subsumed. observations to be
made concern both fixed repetitive lexemes and ouþuB of repetitive processes, with
emphasis on the lauer. At the end of the chapter, in connection with final remarks

on history, there is an evaluation of the future development of duplication in
Vietnamese and a general assessment of the function of repetition in the languages
ofthe corpus.
compositional structures and connotation, with separate chapten under nominal lexemes (2.1.2,2.r.3), will not be commented on, since they are considered to
have been adequaæIy covered in the respective chapters. Moreover, denotations a¡e
usually taken to be primary in linguistics in respect to connotations, presumably
because a connotation implies denotation but not tbe other way roun4 i.e. the object

referred to by a lexical unit may cause personal or communal negative or positive
sentiments which may become a part of the semantic make-up of the unit" and even
though a lexeme itself as an object may also provoke emotive reactions due to its
phonetics, there is no denying the fact thu it still retains its denot¿tive ñ¡nction with
rcference to entities in the non-linguistic real or imagined world. consequently, the

few remarks to be made in the next pa¡agraph on non-retrievable repetitive vocabulary, as defined in the conæxt of the study, concern relative distibution of nominal

repetitive lexemes between denotative sub-categories, principally of Sinitic and
vietna¡rese items, since other languages are meagrely represenæd in this respect
compared to these two.

when going through the listed nominal entries, it is easy to observe that
besides kinship terms in the sinitic colpus, repetitive nominal lexemes of other
denotative categories - tedrs refening to people and parts of the body (2.1.L.2),
animals and plants (2.1.1.3), necessities and natural phenomena (2.1.1.4) and
diminutives (2.1.1.5) - a¡e rarher evenly disributed among all sinitic dialect
$oups
repr€sented in the study, with however, nortb-western and south-wesæru Mandarin
being definitely the most nunerous groups, e.specially with reference to the sets of
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terms in 2.1.1.4 and 2.1.1.5. They also provide, with the Wu dialects, the majority
of child¡en's language itens in 2.1.2.1. On the Mon-Khmer side, it is especially
nouns refening te enirnals and plants, as well as the partially overlapping set of
generic t€rms, which constin¡æ the majority of Viebamese fixed re,petitive nominal
lexemes in the total corpus. Considering the size of the Tai corpus as a whole, tlrc
set of inseparable repetitive nominal lexemes with reference to aqifnals and plants
and to necessities and ndural phenomena conained therein, is not negligible (2.3).

The Tibeto-Burman sub-corpus contains a set of repetitive kinship terms and a
solitary lexeæ interpretable as an instance of generic nraning, overlapping with its
overt affiliatioû as amember of the caægory of necessities and natural phenomena
(2.2).
There is one coûunon semantic category sha¡ed by all language groups Partaking of the nominal corpus, tbus constituting an a¡eal featr¡rp, namely distribu-

tivity. It is a regular cbaracæristic of tbese languages that if a noun denoting peo'ple,
collectives, time or place is repeaæd, tbe result is a form with a distributive meaning, with its implication of ¡n'o or more referents úat a¡e taken separarcly (2.I.1.6,
2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6).
Other 'nominal' sernautic categories with a wider disûibution of tokens among
the language groups of the corpus a¡e the one with the implication of diversity of the
referents (2.1.1.7,2.2,2.3), which is cha¡acte¡izædby considerable structural
homogeneity, especially between Sinitic and Tai gfouPs, and the cases subsumable
under emphatic meaning, which, contrary to the previous calegory, is marked by
heterogeneity of the descriptive context, with the inclusion of syntactic conditioning
in the data on Tibeto.Burman langU4ges, mainly concerning repctitive nominal
lexemes as subjecs, and tbe possibility of an alærnative semantic interpretation of a
particular form (2. l. 1.8, 2.2, 2.3).
Besides listed repetitive generic ¡snns l¡ Vietnamesc, the Tibeto-Burmau subcorpus includes instaaces of an apparently productive repetitive proaess with a
concomitant generic semantic content (2.2), specifically in Jingpo, and generally,
lurnped together with other semantic fi¡nctions, in Tujia E:cpression though nominal repetition of indefinite plurality in Jingpo and th¿t of altemativity in Burmese a¡e
depicted in the relevant sources as being conditioned by syntactic factors (2.2)
without giving, however, any possible rationale for the relationship between
attributive function and indefiniæ plurality, fqr instaoce.
As already uoæd above, distributivity is ooe of the semantic results of the
repetition of pronouns and measure words, being clearly the most dominant calegory of meaning with the latter type of words in the corpus (3). The only exception
to this fegulaf disÛibutivity of duplicated Eleasrue words can bc found in the Jingpo
material, wherc the meaning of a repeated classifier is clain¡ed to be dependent on its
syntacric function. Meanings other than distributivity allegedly engendered by the
relationship between repetition and syntax in Jingpo with the kind of words in
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question a¡e indeterminate plurality and pluratity, of which the latter is the regular
feature of rcpeated interrogative pronouns in this Tibeto-Bunnan language.

Another more extensively distributed category of meaning in chapter 3 is
emphasis, with exclusive restriction to pronouns in the corpus and most nurrþ¡ç)us-

ly represented by instances from Jingpo, but also making a stray appearance in the
dialect of Xi'an (north-western Mandarin) of the sinitic group as well as in Li, a
language of the Tai group. In vietnamese, a duplicated interrogative pronoun may
imply indefiniteness. The most inæresting result of pronominal repetition is offered
by Tangut, an extinct Tibeto-Burman language, argued as consisting of expansion
in attributive scope, whereby an indefiniæ pronoun extends its 'non-repetitive'
scope from nominal modification to include also the modification of verbs in its
'repetitive' scope.
In describing adjectival repetition, with its emphasis on productive duplication,

it could be noted that the meaning of the ouþut of va¡ious repetitive processes

\il¿ls

not entirely predictable in terms of the iconicity principle, which states rhât more of
linguistic form corresponds to more of semantic content, i.e. more intensity in the
present context, as measu¡ed according to the values of a bi-polar intensity con-

tinuum. violations of the iconicity principle are not evenly disribuæd among the
repetitive pattems of the language gtoups in the corpus, but on the other hand,
within the present dara, Tai and Miao-Yao adjectival duplication (4.3,4.6) offer
exceptionless instances of diagrarnmatic iconicity in the respective sub-corpora, but
this may, of course, be due to the size of the corpora in question, as a more comprehensive data base could prove this neæ regularity to be an illusion.

Though emphasis as a meaningful adjectivar repetitive category is second only
to intensity as fa¡ as the extent of distribution between different language groups is
concemed, it is meagre in conænt by comparison with the latær if measgred in terms
of referential consistency and frequency of occurrence, consisting only of a few

isolated and even vague remarks (see 4.1.2. Huojia [northern Mandarin],4.1.6.
cantonese [Yue], 4.ó. Miao [Yao?] [vietnam]) complemented, forhrnately, by
clearer instances of its functions, of which references to the coincidence betrreen the
emphasis and subject of a sentence, even with adjectives (4.2. Jingpo
Fibeto-

Burmanl), and the purported connection between the emphasis and continuity of a
property (4.5. Bru [Mon-Khmer]), a¡e examples.
other semantic categories in the adjectival repetitive coipus, shared with
the nominal data a¡e distributivity (4.3. Li Fail) and alternativity (4.2. Burmese
flibeto-Bunnanl), of which the latter occuñ in an identical context with .nominal'
alærnativity. It is also claimed by the sources that frequency constitutes one se6antic ñ¡nction of adjectival repetition (4.2. Jingpo [Tibeto-Burrran]). Interestingly
enough, repetition is directly involved in the formation of questions derived from
adjectives in Yi, a Tibeto-Burman language (4.2). Expression of plurality through
duplicated lexical forms with a qualitæive reference is presumably not a universally
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rife phenomenon, but this is exactly the function æribuæd to certain rcpetitive
adjectives in Pacoh and Taoih, two Mon-Khmer languages (a.Ð. Finally, reciprocity can be conveyed by repeated adjectives in Bn¡, a Mon-Kbmer language (4.5).
The rwo most commotr meaningftl categories resulting from repetition of
verbs, and finding exprcssion in all language gfoups of the corpus, are delimitativeness/tentativeness and continuity (5.1.1,5.1.2,5.1.3, 5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5,5.6).
The latter term here represents a synthesis of all such ærms used in the sources for

the description of verbal repetition, as clearly have continuity of the action expressed by a verb as the principal semantic component. Thus the terms evoked by
Gan (1993) for Standa¡d Chinese, i.e. 'sustained asp€ct', 'durative-inducive aspect'
and 'repetitive aspect' frt the description and cao be subsumed under the concept of
continuity. Nanrrally, 'frequentative', 'fiequency' and 'progressive' a¡e also ûerms
conceptually compatible with the notion of continuity. Intensificuion as a semantic
effect, though usually connected with adjectival repetition, can perbaps somewhat
surprisingly be attested in the characterizations of the reaning of repetitive forms in
the verbal data concerning four language grcups, namely Sinitic (Ståndard Chinese
5.1.1, the dialect of Luoyang [northern Mandarin] 5.1.2, that of Kunming [southwestern Manda¡inl 5.1.2, Taiwanese, the dialects of Haikou and Putian Minl
5.1.3, Dai flail 5.3, Biaomin [Miao-Yao] 5.4 and Vietnanese and Kah¡ [Mon-

Khmerl 5.5,5.6).
Of the verbal repetitive forms ma¡ked

as being emphatic ¡o ¡¡s¡ning, it is the
m¡ke
the most thorough analysis of them, tying them up
da¡a on Jingpo (5.2) which
with a syntactic ñ¡nction (subject, predicate, attribute), while the souroe on the

dialect of Haikou (Min) settles for a mere mention of the emphatic meaning of a
repetitive ouÞut (5.1.3). The autbor on Miao [Yao?] (Vieham) msntions a case
where ar¡ 'emphatic' repetitive verb form is derived from an adjectival base, while in
Biaomin (Miao-Yao) anributive usage of monosyllabic verbs should make re,petition
imperative (5.4).
The meaning of reciprocal action is achieved by verbal repetitive processes in
Pumi, a Tibeto-Burman language, as well as in Taoih and Katu of the Mon-Khmer
group (5.2, 5.6). Repetitive expression of completed action, i.e. perfectivity, is
restricted to the Sinitic group in the corpus. In addition to the infxal pafiern of Sandard Chinese (5.1.1), consecutive repetition of a verb within a syntactic environment may apparently induce a perfective interpretaion of an action in the dialects of
Kunming and Yongkang (Wu) (5.1.2, 5.1.3). Besides repetition, these speech
forms sha¡e the featu¡e of the repeaæd verb having an object in a complex sentence,
topicalized in the case of Yongkang. Since at least in Kunming a disyllabic repetitive
ve¡b as such may be interpreted in the delimitative meaning as well, the assumption
of the importance of the type of context just ciæd for the differentiation of the two
msa¡ìings is not fa¡-fetched- In Burmese (5.2), consecutive repetition of verùs, like
that of nouns and adjectives, can function as a marker of subordination, expressing
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alæmativity. Indefrniæness is another meaning induced by a subordinue context for
a repetitive verb form in Burmese.
Generic meaning is not only a property of nominal repetitive forms, but is also

found with repeated verbs in Katu and Pacoh, both Mon-Khmer languages, while
causativity as a semantic result of veóal repetition is attested exclusively in Katu in
the entire corpus (5.6). In connection with cantonese (yue) of the sinitic group
(5.1.3) and wa of the Mon-Khmer grcup (5.6), verùal repetition is argued as being
implemented for rhetorical purposes. Instances of verbal repetition characterized as
implying carelessness, casualness or unwillingness make a strong impression of
being connotative in characler, which under the present circumstances renden their
further analysis unnecessary, of course. In one context, though, casualness was
seen as a comFonent of a semantic configuration equivalent to delimitativeness/
tentativeness (see 5.4).

The array of repetitive meaningfrrl categories introduced in the previous
paragraphs makes a somewhat miscellaneous impression and consequently one
wonders whether there is room for conceptually acceptable generalizations which
would reduce the number of categories so fa¡ established_
Some rationaliz¿¡ie¡1in this respect was already done in connection with verbal

categories on the previous page, but it is firrther proposed that, in addition to such
obvious cases as the subsumption of indefinite plurality as well as of diversity/
completion as special subtypes under plurality and besides de-intensification (/moderation) being considered the negative value of inænsification, emphasis be regarded
as syDonymous to a suffrcient extent with intensification, provided that Matthews'

definition (1997:181) of the derivæionally related metalinguistic term 'intensifying'
as adding emphasis to a sentence or some element in it be accepted as valid-

It is also quite within the confines of rational thinking to treat perfectivity and
delimitativeness/tentativeness as two differcnt types of negative values of continuity, and there should not be rationally insurmountable objections to the setting
up of a repetitive category called 'syntactic consecutive repetitive forms' with two
sub-categories, namely 'subordination' - divisible into 'alternativity' and .indefiniteness' - and 'attributivity'.
Finally, one category is constituted by the admittedly rather vague instances
simply labelled as 'rhetorical' without any detailed elucidations as to the grounds for
such a denomination in the sources. Such general characterizations of the term
'rhetorical' as being concerned with the effective use of language (e.g. Matthews
1997:321-322) hardly add to our understanding of how rhetorical repetition is
fundamentally different from other types of repetition.
ln any case, the figure on the following page summarizes a suggestion for a
reduced set of meaningfrrl repetitive categories extr¿ctable frrom the data available for
this study. categories with exponents in each language group under at least one
word class (N, Adj. or V), i.e. the most corlmon ones, atre typed in bold:
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+ inteosif.
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-intcnsif.
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pcrfectivity

continuity

-cont.
d¡limitrtirrcnese¡f

ffit¡tivcncss

distributivity

indefinite plurality

plurality
diversity/compbtion

REPE'IIrION
Bcncnc

rociprocity
altcrnativity
subordination
indefiniencss

syntædc
consecutiræ

repetitive

føos
aEibúivity

inûenogative

carsativity
rbetorical

indcñnitenssJu

As fu as ü¡e term 'iDdÊû¡iEnGsB' is cons¡cd, ¡cdurda¡cy in tbe ñgruc is unavoidablc dttc to
tbc participation in tsto hicrachics o¡ dift¡cnt hicrupbical lcvcls, of a caEgÚy fqrGsnÉng
eorås intripr,øe¿ æ indcfi¡iæin ncaning in tlrc sor¡¡pcs.I¡dcû¡iEncss as tüp ¡ame of a frst
lewl hicrarchical caþgúy in tbÊ ñgurÊ rÉfus to thc rcPctilk¡D of an indcfi¡ie ¡ronoun in
Vicuramcse (ch- 3.).
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In the short and rather sketchy chapter on history, rcpetition was ûeated within
the larger framework of the linguistic history of the nro quantitatively most copious

It was noted how the
two have undergone an identical development; simplification of syllabic structure
speech forms in the data, namely Chinese and Vietnanese.

and the consequent drive toward lexical disyllabism" and how repetitive vocabulary

fits this process. A specific feature presumably sha¡ed by both is the origin of
repetitive lexemes in the disintegration of initial consonant clusters and the frrnction
of the constitutive consonants as initials of the resulting syllables in a disy'labic
rhyming lexical itern- In Vietnamese, however, this development occurred much
later than in Chinese.

This simila¡ity in historical development has been counterbalanced by a distinction in the type of repetition favoured in the course of history. Vietnamese has
been consistent in focusing on partial repetition" wbile on the Sinitic side, it is complete repetition which has become dominant despiæ the alleged supremacy of partial

repetition in Old Chinese. At this point it is interesting to note that Chu (1998: 58)
has argued that in modern Vietnamese, repetition, understood, as is usual in the
Vieüramese linguistic tradition, as involving a close and va¡ied relationship between
phonetics and meaning, should be gradually losing ground to other means of wordformation, unspecified by the author. The reason for such a tendency is suggested
by Chu as residing in the phono-semantic conditioning of the repetitive process,
while in compounding, for instance, it is only the semantic compatibility which is at
issue, rnaking the laner less costly in ærms of cognitive effort, provided aspiration
to greater ease in this respect is accepted as a possible cause for linguistic change.
By analogy, it is proposed that the loss of partial repetition in the history of Chinese
can quite plausibly be seen as at least partly induced by the type offactorsjust cited
as effective in modem Vietnamese.
Finally, in reference to Chinese, attempts at explaining the causes for a shift
from monosyllabism to disyllabism from a functionalist, social and prosodic angle
were briefly int¡oduced with the presupposition that on the condition that they are
meant to be universal, they are applicable to Vietnamese, or to any language, for
tha¡ matter.

According to the evidence provided by the data available for this study,

it

of the deñned area, beside sharing many
stn¡ctural types and coinciding in meaning, is prinarily a word-forming device,
though the syntactic envi¡onment for the inærpretation of consecutive repetitive
seems that repetition in the languages

forms has been considered relevant by some authors in the corpus, not to forget Yi
in which the formation of a question can be a fr¡nction of inflectional morphology
instead of syntax. An interesting piece of information supplied by the data is the
existence of a productive partially repetitive process in a Sinitic speech form (Tengxian). Perhaps this will be parallelled by other comparable frnds in Chinese dialectology. On the basis of Chinese and Vietnamese evidence, it seems justifiable to
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ænatiw suggestion tbat if and when rcpetition as a morphological ¡ro€ss
is exposcd to loss in tbe history of a language, it is ft,om thc partiat end of the
repetitive continuum that it starts losing grormd- It wot¡ldbe inærasting to coryaæ
thc results of this sûrdy with repetitive sEuculrcs in languages outside the defined
¿pq þ¡f thatis anotbertask
Fuû¡¡e ¡esea¡cb, besidas carrying on ñrther synchrcnic and diacb¡onic invcstimake tbe

gations of the formal and semantic characæristic.s of repetition in East a¡d Soutbeast Asian languages, would do well if it also made an attompt æ clearing uP the
tbe field, so that tbeir
refercnce of the metalinguistic terms frcquently used
precise
of the phenomeundcrstanding
way
to
orü
application might add i¡ a m6re

i!

non, instead of deaacting from

it

